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Variations in the Occupational Structure of 
Central Places of the Darling Downs, 
Queensland.* 
R. S. DICK 
In little more than a century of European occupance cities, towns and smaller 
nucleated settlements have become a familiar and integral part of the settlement 
scene in Australia . In relation to population Australia is a highly urbanized 
country; five out of every six Australians Jive in agglomerated communities of 500 
or larger.l It is remarkable, however, that these central places have been com­
paratively neglected as a subj ect of geographical enquiry. This is especially true 
of most non-metropolitan centres. And in spite of the recency of the beginnings 
of European settlement, the origin and development of many towns and smaller 
central· places are unknown or are recorded in an unsatisfactory and fragmentary 
manner.. 
The pattern of activities of a settlement-conveniently labelled its "function" 
:-is a major feature of its total character; frequently it is the one which contributes 
most strongly to its individuality. Because function is seldom a simple phenomenon 
-even for a small centre like a village or town-a comprehensive understanding 
of it is normally possible only after several lines of research have been followed. 
The occ-qpational structure of a community is one particularly valuable 
indicator .of the way in which it functions . It is the purpose of this paper to record 
observations on the composition of employment for the 83 central places recorded 
in fl}e Darling Downs district-a region notable in Queensland because it embraces 
the J;t_rg.est area with a near-continuous spread of population and with average 
rjiTal,�cj_ensities ranging from 3-10 per .square mile. 
A. · General Variations Related to Size .of Settlement. 
, . ' ; C6rtsiderable variation 'in the occupational structure of the central places 
was,' revealed in the course of research ; many of these distinctions were found to 
ccn'relate' highly with ilifferences in their population size. 2 Data illustrating this 
point are presented;in Table l. A comparison of the importance of selected types of 
employment in groups of settlements of comparable size is made using graphical 
means in Fig. 2. · 
*This paper is part of a wider study in the settlement geography of south-eastern Queensland. 
The field work on which this is based was made possible by a research grant from the University 
of Queensland. 
l. In June, 1954, the percentages of Australia:s population in metropolitan urban areas and 
in non-metropolitan centres with 500 or more persons were 53.9 and 23.6 respectively. Data 
from Census of the Commonwealth of Australia, 30th June, 1954. 
2. For all but the largest three settlements censuses of population and employment were 
carried out personally because the official published census data were unusable for the purposes 
of this survey. The main weakness of the official census figures is the uncertainty of the size 
or precise location of the area in which the population ascribed to most unincorporated settlements 
lives. Frequently the population listed for a small centre includes the dispersed rural population 
living beyond but within a few miles of the settlement itself. 
e.g. pop. listed in 
1954 census. 
Jondaryan · 607 
Meringp.ndan 175 
pop. recorded by 
author's census (1958). 
175 
36 
In both cases the population change since 1954 was found to be negligible. 
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The workforce accounts for approximately one-third of all persons in most 
settlements and appears to be independent of population size, which exhibits a 
considerable range for the centres studied.3 ' 
Slightly lower values for the villages (pop. 50-300)4 reflect the more limited 
employment opportunities for women and girls here, compared with those in larger 
communities. A consequence of this fact is the substantial migration--especially 
of unmarried teenage girls-to nearby larger centres and to Brisbane in search 
of employment . The numerical predominance of males over females in the adult 
population of most settlements with fewer than 300 persons is largely a result of 
this trend. 5 
As implied above, the relative importance of female labour in the workforce 
varies positively in most cases with the increasing population size of the central 
place. Centres of 600 or more persons with 21-25 per cent of the employed 
population female have almost twice the representation of women and girls in the 
workforce compared with centres of between 50 and 300 population. In the hamlets6 
(population under 50) about one in every six workers is female . These centres 
have a narrow range of functioning units. In the majority of cases these include 
a post office and/or telephone exchange , a small general store , a one-teacher primary 
school and a small railway station. It is common for females to fill the positions 
of postmistress, exchange operator, stationmistress and teacher, while general stores 
are in nearly all cases run jointly by husband and wife. The greater relative import­
ance of these basic services in the hamlets (compared with the villages) is the main 
reason for the 50 per cent greater representation of females in their workforce. 
Clearly the leading function of all groups of central places larger than the 
hamlet lies in the field of commerce-finance and property-and personal servicing . 
There is a general tendency for these activities to increase in relative importance 
with the increase in size of the centre within the range of village to large town. 
Although these services are developed to a far greater extent in Toowoomba than 
in any other centre,' the relative importance of this function is less than in the 
small and large towns of the Darling Downs and is a consequence of the greater 
degree of importance of other activities-notably manufacturing and, increasingly, 
the provision of professional, educational, administrative and social services. 
A salient feature disclosed in Table 1 is the repeated and often bold contrast 
in several aspects of the occupational structure of villages and hamlets on the one 
hand and larger centres on the other. Four aspects in particular may be noted. 
l. The agricultural workforce is prominent in the smaller centres and indeed 
is the leading employment class in the group of 42 hamlets studied . However, in 
3. Research by the writer in other towns of south-eastern Queensland with a comparably 
wide range in population has disclosed closely similar results. See R. S. Dick, "Five Towns of 
the Brigalow-Country of South-eastern Queensland-Goondiwindi-Miles-Tara-Taroom-Wandoan," 
Pap. Dep. Geog. Univ. Qld., 1960, Vol. 1, No. 1. 
4. Each of the terms "village," "hamlet," "small town," etc., is used for convenience in this 
survey to refer to centres of a particular population size. However, the population limits used 
were found frequently to correspond with significant changes in occupational structure and in 
other aspects of function (e.g. range of service units present ) . 
5. viz. Settlement size Ratio of adult males to adult females 
100-300 100:94 
50-99 100:89 
Under 50 100:87 
6. The minimum requirements adopted for the recognition of a hamlet were: 
(i) four actively used residential units 
(ii) two non-residential service units 
(iii) a "compactness" in the settlement noticeably greater than that of the local farmhouse 
spacing 
and (iv) all units to be within a 300 yard radius of the "centre" of the settlement. 
7. Toowoomba has in fact 39.2% more workers in this field than all other central places 
on the Darling Downs combined. 
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CENTRAL PLACES OF THE DARLING DOWNS - QUEENSLAND 
VARIATIONS IN THE IMPORTANCE OF SELECTED 
MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL CLASSES ACCORDING TO 
POPULATION SIZE OF SETTLEMENT 
50 50-99 100-299 
Hamlets L__Villages---1 Small 
Towns 
POPULATION SIZE 
10,000 
Warwick 
& Dolby 
Sources of data for Toowoombo, Warwick, and Dolby- Census af the 
Commonwealth of Austrolia,30th.June 1954,Vol.l/f, Supplemented from. 
record• of the Government Statisticians Office, Brisbane. 
Data for all smaller oentres gained from Censuses taken by the author, 1957/8. 
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TABLE 1 
Occupational Structure of Central Places by Population Size (a) 
Large Small I 
City Towns Towns Villa7�-� Hamlets 
Over 6,000- 600-
40,000 10,000 2,500 100-300 1 50-99 ! l:nder 50 
No. of central places 1 2 8 �--,--�---18 ! 12 i 42 
(Too- (Warwick I I i woo mba) & Dalby) 
Total population 43,149 15,333 9,760 2,891 I 862 1,113 ' ' 
Total workforce 15,210 5, 602 3,443 893 I 275 390 
I Percentage of total population 
I in workforce . .  35.2 36.7 35.3 30.9 31.9 35.1 No. of females in workforce 3,790 1,333 719 96 30 64 Percentage of workforce females 24.9 23.8 20.9 10.8 I 10 . 9 16.4 No. of retired males (b) 1,900 537 318 95 I 14 26 Percentage of adult males re- I tired {c) 14.3 11.2 10.5 10.6 5.4 7.2 
I 
Over 6,000 600- ! 
40,000 10,000 2,500 1oo-3oo I 50-99 Under 50 
Major Occupational Classes: 
(percentage of total workforce ) 
I Class No. l. Agriculture and farm con-tract work . .  4.7 7.7 5.8 18.1 18.9 25.1 
2. Commerce, finance and pro-
perty and personal servicing 
activities (d) 33.6 37.5 35.5 24.7 29.8 12.2 
3. Manufacturing 24.5 17.5 14.4 11.4 16.0 12.8 
4. Building, construction and 
maintenance work 10.4 11.7 10.4 5.0 22 2.1 
5. Transport and Storage 5.2 5 . 6 13.5 17.8 18.9 17.1 
6. Professional, educational, 
administrative and social 
service activities 16.0 13.7 11.7 5.8 6.2 5.1 
7. Communication {e) 2.2 3.3 3.6 4.5 4.4 7.4 
8. Electricity, gas and water 
supply 1.8 1.5 0.2 
9. Mining and quarrying 0.1 0.7 8.1 10.3 
10. Other occupations {f) 1.5 1.5 4.2 4.5 3.6 7.9 
Notes: 
(a) Figures for Toowoomba, Warwick and Dalby derived from data contained in official 
reports of the 1954 Census. See Census of the Commonwealth of Australia, 30th June, 
1954, Vol. III. Figures for all other centres collected in the course of field research, 
1957-59. 
(b) In the cases of Toowoomba, Warwick and Dalby the figures are somewhat arbitrary 
and refer to persons 65 years or more of age. 
(c) For the purposes of this survey all employed males under 21 years of age have been 
classed as adults. 
(d) Workers employed in filling and service stations and establishments with motor vehicle 
repair sections are included. In the official census (1954) these persons are placed under 
the general heading of transport and storage. The data necessary to make the altera­
tions for Toowoomba, Warwick and Dalby were made available from the Government 
Statistician's Office, Brisbane. 
(e ) Includes persons engaged in the construction and maintenance work for the Postmaster­
General's Department. 
(f) The figure for centres of under 50 population includes 16 persons (4.2 per cent of 
workforce) who travel to nearby centres-mainly Toowoomba-to work 
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central places with a population of 600 or more, farm workers have a much reduced 
importance . In each of the various groups of settlements for which censuses were 
personally taken, property owners clearly outnumber all other agricultural workers ;s 
thus underlining the fact that nowadays the bulk of farm labour in the Darling 
Downs area is supplied by the individual occupier and his family. The outstanding 
increase in the use of machinery in the last two decades has resulted in a much 
diminished need for additional paid labour on a permanent, seasonal or casual 
basis. This factor more than any other has been responsible for the continued 
decline in rural population during the last intercensal period (1947-54) in most 
shires of the area surveyed . In general this redundant labour has been attracted 
away from the smaller settlements and their rural neighbourhoods to seek alternative 
employment (usually non-agricultural) in the larger centres of the Downs (especially 
Toowoomba, Warwick and Dalby) or elsewhere in south-eastern Queensland. 
2. Manufacturing activity , in contrast , is a more important field of employ­
ment in the larger centres. However, in none of these is it the leading function . 
It accounts for about 25, 18 and 14 per cent of the workforce in Toowoomba, the 
large towns of Warwick and Dalby and the group of eight small towns respectively, 
but only 12.5 per cent for smaller sized centres . In the villages and hamlets an 
'almost complete dependence on locally produced raw materials is found. Cheese 
and butter factories provide employment for 50 per cent of industrial workers and 
timber working industries for a further 37 per cent. In the larger settlements, too, 
a major part of manufacturing activity is concerned with processing of local agri­
cultural and timber products. Data collected for the group of eight small towns 
(population 600-2,500) reveals that nearly 77 per cent of workers in this class are 
engaged in production of this kind. The importance of the main types of processing 
industries (in terms of workers employed) in the small towns is set out below : 
Type of manufacturing 
Sawmilling and timber working 
Per cent of 
employment in 
manufacturing 
No. of centres where 
this industry is of 
maj or importance 
------- 1 ·----·-- -
Butter, cheese and pasteurized milk production 
Meat processing 
36.0 
22.0 
16.6 
4 
8 
l 
Seed grading 2.2 
Total 76.8 
The data presented below for Toowoomba, Warwick and Dalby9 clearly 
establishes the lessened dependence of manufacturing in these centres on raw 
materials produced in the rural areas of the Darling Downs. 
Toowoomba 
Warwick 
Dalby 
Centre 
Percentage of manufacturing workforce employed 
in industries dominantly concerned with the 
processing of locally available raw materials. 
1957/58 
-------- 1 ------------- ------
20.5 
45.0 
10.8 
==========��========�============�======����--·--
8. Property owners accounted for 68%, 85% and 96% of the agricultural workforce in the 
small towns, villages and hamlets respectively. 
9. Figures for employment in manufacturing supplied by Government Statistician's 
Department, Brisbane. 
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The rural areas, however, are of importance to several manufacturing concerns 
whose raw materials are imported from a considerable distance. It is in the country 
districts that they find a substantial market and secure some of their labour. 
The engineering works of Napier Bros. Ltd. located in Dalby may be cited 
as an example of this relationship. This establishment imports steel from New­
castle and specializes in the manufacture of more than a hundred different types 
of agricultural machinery. It now employs a staff of 205, of whom slightly more 
than half are farmers' sons living close to Dalby. The rapid success of this 18 
year-old enterprise owes much to the useful criticism coming from the local farming 
community which is engaged in highly mechanized forms of land use-chiefly grain 
growing. In addition, the business has gained from being able to experiment 
directly on nearby farmland which poses problems representative of those encountered 
in many other districts where machinery is in demand. Although originally the 
local market was the major one, the implements are now marketed successfully 
throughout Australia and even overseas-about 10 per cent of sales are made in 
the Darling Downs and 40 per cent elsewhere in Queensland. 
3. The field of building, construction and maintenance work is substantially 
more important as an employer in the larger central places (population 600 or 
more) than in the smaller settlements. In the former 10 per cent of the labour 
force is so engaged , but in the latter the values are only 2.5 per cent. The larger 
centres with their more rapid population growth and business expansion naturally 
employ more carpenters and builders than the smaller ones, and virtually all hamlets 
and nearly two-thirds of the villages have none of these workers in residence. 
Roadworkers are largely confined to the centres of 600 or more where they 
constitute 51 per cent of the building construction and maintenance workforce. This 
reflects the function of nearly all the larger settlements as centres of local admini­
stration, road construction and maintenance being a major concern of the local 
administration authorities, as also of the Main Roads Department. 
4. Professional, educational, administrative and social service activities 
assume approximately two to three times the relative importance in the occupational 
structure of the larger central places compared with the villages and hamlets. In 
the case of Toowoomba almost one in every six workers is employed in this field, 
which ranks third among this city's major occupational groups, In settlements 
with fewer than 100 persons teachers are almost the sole representative of this class 
of employment. In contrast, most of the larger villages have a police officer and a 
minister of religion in residence, but teachers still constitute more than half the 
workers in this category of service activities. The smaller towns serve considerably 
more people than the villages and hamlets and as a/ consequence their labour force 
in all cases includes a number of self-employe,d professional workers-chiefly 
accountants, dentists and doctors and, occasionally, solicitors and veterinary surgeons. 
Two further functions developed in the small towns and virtually absent in central 
places of smaller size are local and state government administration and the pro­
vision of health services-the former engaging 17 per cent and the latter 39 per 
cent of persons in this major occupational class. Until five years ago none of the 
small towns in the Darling Downs region provided secondary education facilities, 
this function being performed by larger centres, especially Warwick and Toowoomba 
and even Brisbane. However, because of the substantial growth that has occurred 
recently in five of the small towns, these centres now have or are about to establish 
secondary schooling. The salient differences in the composition of the professional, 
educational, administrative and social service segment of the workforce of centres 
with a population of 2,500 or less are summarized in Table 2 on page 46. 
A key function of all groups of central places is transport and storage. 
Although it is more highly developed in the larger centres, its relative importance 
increases ,as settlement size decreases. The most significant contrast in this regard 
is between Dalby, Toowoomba and Warwick on the one hand, where transport 
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TABLE 2 
Differences in composition of professional, educational , administrative and social 
service workforce of smaller centres, related to community size (a) 
Community size 
' 
I 
Under 100 100-300 I 600-2.500 Type of No. of Per cent of No. Per cent of No. Per cent of Activity residents Class 6 employed Class 6 employed Class 6 
employed workforce workforce workforce 
Education .. I 32 86.5 28 53.9 92 22.9 Religion .. 3 8.1 9 17.3 30 7.5 Professional Services .. - - - - 52 12.9 
Health Services I 
(hospital and 
I ambulance staffs) .. - - I l 1.9 158 39.3 Other Protective I 
Services and 
I 
I 
Administration 2 5.4 14 26.9 70 I 17.4 
(a) It should be noted that several workers-almost exclusively teachers and ministers of religion 
-residing in larger centres actually work full-time or part-time in adjacent smaller ones. 
Thus if any two groups of settlements in the table are compared, the importance of these 
functions in the smaller sized group tends to be slightly understated, whereas for the larger­
sized group it is a little overstated. 
and storage work engages from 2-9 per cent of the employed population, and the 
smaller settlements where work of this kind employs 13-19 per cent of the work­
force. The northern Downs area centred on Dalby affords the extreme example of 
this conspicuous difference and is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Apart from some hamlets, all settlements in the Darling Downs function 
as places of retirement. Though there are some outstanding exceptions, the larger 
settlements in general are more important than the smaller ones in this regard. 
However, the difference between the small towns and villages on the one hand 
and the two main retirement centres (Toowoomba and Warwick) on the other is 
not commensurate with the variation in population size. In the former about 
10-ll per cent of the adult male population are retired,l0 whereas in the latter it 
is likely that the figure is near 14 per cent.11 Although the larger centres usually 
offer better amenities, a much wider range of commercial and business functions 
and lower commodity prices , many persons choose to retire in the small towns, 
villages and occasionally the hamlets. 
To many the main outweighing advantages of the small centres are: 
(i) the more restrained "pace of life;" 
(ii) the much shorter distance and lesser fatigue of travel between 
home and the business area; 
(iii) the greater freedom from traffic worries and noise; 
and (iv) the nearness of friends of long acquaintance. 
10. This figure would be somewhat lower if it were not for the movement of many young 
people from settlements of this size to larger ones in search of employment. 
11. No figures are available for the number of retired persons in these centres. This 
estimate is made by assuming that most men more than 65 years in age are retired. 
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NUMBERS OF TRANSPORT & STORAGE WORKERS 
IN CENTRAL PLACES IN THE NORTHERN 
PORTION OF THE DARLING DOWNS 
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A COMPARISON OF SELECTED ASPECTS OF THE OCCUPATIONAL 
STRUCTURE OF TOOWOOMBA WITH OTHER AUSTRALIAN CITIES 
OF COMPARABLE POPULATION SIZE (35,000-50,000), 1954. 
WORKFORCE IN RELATION TO TOTAL POPULATION 
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VARIATIONS IN OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE AMONG CENTRAL 
PLACES OF C O M PARABLE S IZE 
In what follows an attempt is made to describe and account for the salient 
differences occurring in the occupational structure of all the larger central places 
(population more than 600) on the Darling Downs . For reasons of space no attempt 
is made to discuss the variations in the composition of employment of the smaller 
settlements-the villages and hamlets . However, broad functional classifications 
of these centres are presented as appendices . 
(A) Toowoomba 
Toowoomba, with over 46,000 people , has no counterparts in size in the 
Darling Downs ;12 in fact in Australia as a whole there are only six other cities with 
a comparable population total .  So that some perspective may be gained of 
Toowoomba's occupational structure a brief and tentative comparison is made with 
these cities . The employment data contained in the 1 954 Commonwealth census 
have been used in the preparation of the graphs in Fig. 4. The following four 
features ,in particular combine to mark Toowoomba's pattem of employment as 
distinctive : 
(i) the lowest proportion of its total population working ; 
(ii ) the highest percentage of its labour force engaged in commercial­
finance and property-personal servicing activities ; 
(iii ) a relatively low proportion in manufacturing ;  
and (iv) a relatively high proportion in professional , administrative and 
social service activities . 
Three factors are responsible for Toowoomba's lower employment rate . 
Firstly , it has the highest proportion of its population in the under-20 age group. l3 
Secondly, only two cities-Ballarat and Bendigo-have relatively more elderly 
people than Toowoomba.14 And, thirdly, in both Ballarat and Bendigo and also 
in Launceston female labour assumes a greater importance in the workforce . 15 
It is significant that it is large numbers in the 1 5-19 year age-group which 
give Toowoomba its greater representation of youthful population ; this in tum is 
a reflection of the city's importance as a centre of secondary schooling for a very 
wide area. There are nearly 700 secondary school boarders in Toowoomba and 
50 per cent of home addresses are located beyond the Darling Downs . (See Fig . 5) . 
These include 15 per cent from Brisbane and the Gold Coast,  9 per cent from 
central and northern Queensland, 4 per cent from northem New South Wales , and 
7 per cent from overseas-especially Papua and New Guinea .  The conspicuous 
significance of the educational function-there are many primary school boarders 
also-is one reason for the high ranking of professional and allied activities in the 
city' s occupational structure . Another reason is the marked importance of health 
service activities in Toowoomba . In addition to public and private hospitals pro­
viding general medical care, the city has a large mental hospital and several other 
1 2 .  It is of interest to note that although Toowoomba is Queensland ' s  second city in 
terms of total population, it concedes second and third ranking to Townsville and Rockhampton 
in terms of economically active population . Also, Toowoomba ' s workforce is only 1 per cent 
greater than that of Ipswich in spite of its total population being 10 per cent greater . 
1 3 .  Persons in the under-20 age group constitute over 37 per cent of Toowoomba's  
population-about 1 - 2  per· cent greater than in the other cities. 
1 4 .  Nearly 10 per cent of Toowoomba 's population are 65 or more years in age. Cf. 
Ballarat and Bendigo, l l  per cent, Launceston, Rockhampton and Ipswich 8 per cent, and 
Townsville 7 per cent. 
15. In Toowoomba 25 per cent of the workforce is female. Cf. Ballarat and B endigo 
27 per cent and Launceston 27 . 5  per cent . 
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institutions caring for invalids, aged persons, or people convalescing. Health service 
workers constitute approximately one-third of all persons carrying out professional, 
educational, administrative and social services in Toowoomba. 
(B ) Large Towns-Warwick and Dalby 
A comparison of the composition of employment in Warwick and Dalby 
reveals several important differences in their functions. (See Fig. 6) . 
Farm workers form a more important part of the workforce in Dalby than 
they do in Warwick . This is largely explained by differences in the rural economy 
of the districts served by each town. Dairying or mixed farming (with dairying 
usually dominant) on small properties is characteristic of the greater part of the 
rural areas served by Warwick. Farm labour is usually supplied by the occupier 
and his family. However, on the open black soil plains near Dalby more extensive 
forms of land use are found with the emphasis on grain growing and livestock 
fattening. Many farmers engage additional labour . Also much recent subdivision 
of larger properties has taken place near D alby and with the new settlement and 
the need for fuller land development has come the demand for farm contract 
workers-well sinkers , windmill erectors, fencers , and so on.  Many workers of 
this kind have come to Dalby in the post-war period. 
· 
Building, construction and maintenance work engages a greater proportion 
of the employed population in Dalby than it does in Warwick. This prominent 
difference is chiefly a consequence of the greater building activity in Dalby-in 
spite of its smaller size-and also in the surrounding rural areas . (Table 3 ) .  
TABLE 3 
A Comparison of Building Activity in Warwick and Dalby ( 1 9 5 1 - 59 )  
1 9 5 1  
1 9 5 2  
1 9 5 3  
1 954 
1 9 5 5  
1 956 
1 9 5 7  
1 95 8  
1 95 9  
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. .  
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. .  
. .  
. . 
. .  
. . 
. .  
. . 
. .  
. . 
Totals for 9 years 
Number and value of 
new residences built 
\Narwick Dalby 
-�---Value Value No. £000's No. £000's 
7 1  1 07 1 04 1 3 3  
58 1 2 1  100 1 5 7  
4 2  6 6  9 9  1 6 0  
3 0  56 84 1 39 
43 1 04 62 1 1 2  
40 9 3  33 64 
41  96 43 88 
3 3  I 8 6  2 7  5 7  
4 1  1 0 8  4 6  1 1 4  
439 
-837r59s 
1 ,024 
Value of all erection of or 
extensions and alterations 
to commercial. govern-
ment and public utility 
buildings 
vVarwick Dalby 
£000's £000's 
18 I 1 2  35 33 3 8  1 6  
3 3  I 5 6  47 92 
1 1 5  I 36 
3 7  I 58 45 9 8  93 1 68 
I 461 �-- 5 6 9  I 
Note : Population ( 1 954)-Warwick, 9 , 1 5 1 ; Dalby, 6, 1 82.  
Total value of 
all building 
Warwick I Dalby I £000's I £000's 
I 1 2 5  I 145 156 1 9 0  1 04 I 1 7 6 89 I 1 9 5  1 5 1  I 204 I 
208 I 100 
1 33 I 146 1 3 1  155 2 0 1  282 
1 , 2 9 8  l , 593 
The post-war demands for building in the country areas served by each 
town have come from two main sources-the new settler requiring a home and 
buildings on his property and the established settler wanting to construct a new 
home to replace the existing one. These demands have been very much greater 
in the Dalby district and chiefly because : 
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(a) closer settlement in  this area has been contrasted with a stable 
or slightly declining density of population in rural districts near 
Warwick ;16 
and (b) the general level of prosperity of the farming community has been 
considerably higher here than in the service area of Warwick . 
The importance of professional, administrative and social service workers is 
notably greater in the workforce of Warwick. To understand this contrast it is 
necessary to consider briefly the differing patterns of population growth in the two 
centres and in the areas they serve . :Warwick reached Dalby's present population 
size about 35 years ago and has subsequently experienced a fairly steady rate of 
growth . Furthermore, the rural population served by vVarwick has been declining 
slowly in numbers for many years . Warwick, therefore, has long been a town of 
considerable size and has been gradually able to develop its professional and other 
allied tertiary services . Dalby, on the other hand, was a little smaller than the 
present size of Chinchilla (2 ,500) in the early 1920 's .  And, although its population 
increased at a moderate rate, it remained a comparatively small centre until abo ut 
10 years ago when the present phase of rapid expansion was ushered in. The 
establis:[lment of many services is recent and still in a "pioneering" stage compared 
with those in Warwick . 
The contrast between the two towns in the field of secondary education is a 
striking illustration of this. Warwick has long been one of the most important 
centres of secondary instruction in southern Queensland and in common with 
Toowoomba it possesses several large private boarding schools. The total number 
receiving secondary education in Warwick during 1959 was approximately 850 an d 
of these slightly more than half (55 per cent) were boarders. As with Toowoomba, 
pupils are drawn in large numbers from a wide area beyond the Darling Downs. 
(Cf. Figs. 5 and 7) . Dalby, however, has provided secondary school education to 
university entrance level only since 1957 . In 1 959 post-primary enrolments 
numbered only 240 . Boarders constituted no more than one-sixth of this total 
and nearly all of these came from localities in the northern Darling Downs . 
vVith regard to these two large towns, the relative importance of the transport 
and storage functions (in terms of the workforce employed) is substantially greater 
in Warwick, which has three times as many railway workers as Dalby17 and also a 
proportionately greater representation of road transport workers . Dalby in the 
northern Darling Downs is overshadowed as a centre of railway employment by 
both Toowoomba and the small town of Chinchilla. Warwick, on the other hand, 
is the sole important centre of railway employment in the Southern Downs, and, 
unlike Dalby, has quite large railway servicing and repair facilities . The greater 
significance of the road transport function in Warwick reflects its greater importance 
as a bus service centre and the more widespread occurrence in its service area of 
dairying and sawmilling, both of which create a demand for milk and cream carters, 
log hauliers and timber carriers . 
The proportion of the workforce engaged in commercial, financial and personal 
servicing occupations is comparatively high in both Dalby and Warwick, but its 
composition is dissimilar in two important respects. Retail service as a whole is 
of lesser relative importance as a source of employment in Dalby, whereas machinery 
and motor vehicle service and repair is notably more significant. Commercial 
1 6 .  E.g. the population of Wambo Shire (excluding the small town of Jandowae, near 
Dalby) , increased by l l  per cent between 1 9 3 3  and 1 947 and by a further 12 per cent between 
1 947 and 1 9 5 7 .  However, the population of Killarney Shire (excluding the small town of 
Killarney near ·warwick) decreased by 20 per cent between 1 9 3 3  and 1947 and further declined 
by 19 per cent in the last intercensal period . 
1 7 .  It is of interest to note, however, that a greater amount of railway traffic originates 
locally near Dalby than near ·warwick. 
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expansion in Dalby has been largely a response to rapid population gains both 
within the town limits and beyond in its tributary area and to rising levels of 
productivity and prosperity in this area. Though this expansion has been pro­
nounced since the war, it has followed 1 on four to five years after the growth of the 
stimuli which induced it . It would appear , therefore, that in terms of retail trade 
generally Dalby has not yet expanded its facilities or workforce to the level warranted 
by the present population size of the town and its tributary area . Machinery and 
motor vehicle service and repair is two to three times more important as a source of 
employment in Dalby than in Warwick . This reflects both the much greater 
mechanization of farming in Dalby's tributary area and the presence within it of 
fewer subsidiary centres with competitive facilities .  
In both Warwick and Dalby manufacturing employs about one-sixth of the 
resident workforce. However , in the case of Dalby, workers coming each day from 
nearby rural areas form a significant addition to the town's workforce ,18 and most 
of these rural dwellers are factory hands. When they are taken into consideration 
it is found that manufacturing in Dalby accounts for about 20 per cent of the 
employed population . The maj or difference between the two towns in relation to 
manufacturing has been noted above-namely, the much greater dependence in 
Warwick on locally produced raw materials . 
(C) Small Towns 
In most respects the eight small towns do not differ greatly in function. 
Little variation is evident in the importance of communication services and of 
agriculture and farm contract work . More differentiation is evident for the following 
classes of activity : 
(a) commerce-finance and personal service ; 
(b ) manufacturing ; 
(c) building , construction and maintenance ; 
(d) professional, educational, administrative and social service. 
Also there is considerable variation among the towns in terms of their importance 
as centres of retirement . For each of these functions the mean value for the eight 
centres was determined, and the standard deviation from the mean calculated. 
Using this method it is possible to compare for all towns the degree of variation 
in all functions . Graphs illustrating differences in the importance of the five 
activities noted above are presented in Fig . 8. The maximum degree of variation 
noted was 2 in a positive direction ( + 2 S.D . ) and It in a negative direction 
(- I t  S . D . ) .  
The commercial function is least important in Oakey and Killarney, and this 
is largely a consequence of their being within 30 minutes easy motoring distance 
of a much larger trading centre. Another basic reason in Killarney's case is the 
small total population in its tributary area.19 The surprising feature about Oakey, 
which is only I9 miles from Toowoomba, is that the relative importance of the 
commercial function-3 I per cent of workforce-is not substantially less . 20 There 
appear to be two main reasons for the continuing strong business support for Oakey . 
1 8 . The workforce of all the larger central places (population more than 600) includes a 
number of rural dwellers. However, with the exception of Dalby, these persons form a negligible 
fraction of the total number employed. 
1 9 . The rural population in Killarney's service area ( 1 954) numbered only 500- 600.  
Cf. Millmerran with approximately 2, 000. 
20. Cf. Beenleigh (population 1 , 5 70)-22 miles from Brisbane-27 per cent. 
Petrie (population 766)-1 6 miles from Brisbane-1 3 per cent . 
Rosewood (population 1 , 59 1 )- 1 2  miles from Ipswich- 1 3  per cent . 
Date from surveys carried out by the author, 1 957/58 .  
, .  
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A high percentage of the farmers in O akey's service area trade with the 
large general store which is associated with the dairy factory they supply. Both 
the factory and the store are owned by the Oakey District Co-operative Butter 
Association , and all milk and cream suppliers , who are shareholders, benefit from 
profits made by each business.  
Oakey also retains much trade as a consequence of its marked importance 
as . a  stock market (particularly for cattle, pigs and calves ) in the Darling Downs 
(Fig . 9) . The regular weekly sales are of vital interest to farmers near Oakey, and 
the visit to town on sale days also affords their wives the opportunity of general 
shopping . If it were not for the importance of the sales, it is likely that much 
more trade would be lost to Toowoomba. 
Three centres have a notably higher representation of workers providing 
commercial-financial and personal services-] andowae in the northern Darling 
Downs , Pittsworth near the centre, and Allora in the south near Warwick . All 
are within easy travelling distance of a maj or competing centre . 
The commercial function of ] andowae , however, is safeguarded to a consider­
able degree from competition by Dalby because a high proportion of the population 
it serves is found in the northernmost areas of the Darling Downs and at a distance 
of from 35-50 miles from the larger centre. 21 Furthermore, unlike all the other 
small towns , Jandowae is entirely free from local competition-since there are no 
other central places included in its tributary area. This centre has also benefited 
in a commercial sense because the population and prosperity of its trading area 
has gained steadily during the last 20 years . In addition J andowae is a maj or 
cattle market in the northern Downs-exceeding Dalby in importance in this respect . 
(Fig. 9 ) .  The holding of weekly sales, as in O akey, plays a significant part in 
retaining business for the town. Until recently, too , surface travel between 
] andowae and Dalby was often difficult and in wet weather usually impossible, 
thus discouraging competition from the larger centre . Also,  as res;ently as 1957,  
the road link between Dalby and Jandowae was poor-the black soil plains surface 
was often rough in dry weather , and frequently it was rendered untraffi.cable following 
rain . This factor caused Jandowae to retain substantial business that probably 
would have been lost to Dalby had surface communication to the larger centre 
been better: The elimination of this "isolating" factor , through the construction 
of a direct all-weather road between the two towns, has resulted already in Dalby's 
winning considerably more trade from Jandowae 's neighbourhood. 
Pittsworth serves a large closely settled area in the central Downs where 
dairying is of outstanding importance . And, like Oakey, the role of the factory­
owned general store has been of maj or significance in confirming the settlement 
as the main business centre for the local rural community . The town also has 
moderate importance as a saleyard centre . The size of Pittsworth has changed 
little in the last 50 years . Essentially the same range of commercial and allied 
facilities found today was present before motor transport posed the threat of serious 
competition from Toowoomba. It is interesting to record that the strong tradition 
of " loyalty" to the local centre, developed in this earlier period, has in large measure 
been maintained . 
A further factor contributing to the strong development of Pittsworth ' s 
commercial function is its maj or importance as a sale , servicing and repair centre 
for farm machinery. 22 In this field of business Pittsworth clearly leads all other 
small towns. It owes this l�ad to three factors in particular : 
2 1 .  Cf. Killarney, whose main service area lies toward Warwick, meets strong competition 
from this large town . 
22. Persons engaged in machinery and motor vehicle sales, service and repair account 
for 40 per cent of Pittsworth's  total workforce employed in commercial-fimincial and· personal 
service activities. 
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(a) its position in the centre of one of the most important dairying and 
mixed farming areas of the Darling Downs ; 
(b ) its location within 1 0-20 miles of extensive grain growing areas of 
the Condamine plain to the east and south ; 
and (c)  the vigorous early expansion of the business by those who founded 
it, thus securing a widespread and large market . 
The marked importance of the commercial function in Allora is surprising 
in view of its nearness to Warwick ( 1 6  road miles ) . Furthermore the rural popula­
tion served by Allora has decreased substantially since the early 1 930's . 23 Investiga­
tion revealed that the following factors have mainly contributed to the continuing 
prominence of the commercial-financial and personal servicing group of workers in 
Allora' s workforce : 
(a) the close and long established link between the local dairy farming 
community and the town, resulting from the butter factory and 
the factory co-operative store being located there ; 
(b ) machinery and motor vehicle sales, service and repair is a strongly 
developed function ; 
(c) the holding of weekly sales of cattle , pigs and calves in the local 
saleyards ; 
(d) the boost to several retail concerns resulting from the trade of 
motorists passing through Allora on the main highway between 
Warwick and Toowoomba . 
Notwithstanding this, Allora, particularly in recent years , has lost a considerable 
amount of trade to Warwick. Moreover , the impression is gained that while the 
range and number of establishments and workers providing several services in Allora 
is not declining significantly, the prosperity of several businesses is . 
Variation in the importance of the professional , educational, administrative 
and social service function is only greater than one standard deviation from the mean 
for two centres-Killarney and Oakey. (Fig . 8) . This function is weakly developed 
in Killarney and is a consequence of the town's proximity to Warwick and also of 
the small rural population served in relation to its size. Oakey 's prominent position 
is solely due to the large number of hospital staff employed.  24 Health service workers 
in Oakey account for nearly two-thirds of all workers engaged in professional and 
allied occupations . 
The importance of manufacturing varies more widely than that of any other 
economic function in the eight small towns of the Darling Downs . In all centres 
the processing of dairy products is a basic industry . However , four centres have in 
addition sawrnilling and timber working industries . And in each case the number 
of workers employed forms a maj or part of the manufacturing workforce-55 per cent 
in Chinchilla and Killarney, 50 per cent in Millmerran and nearly 40 per cent in 
J andowae . Oakey is the only non-sawrnilling town in which the significance of 
manufacturing is above average . Oakey owes this importance to the recent founding 
of a large factory which produces boned meat for the United Kingdom market . 
Half of the factory staff of 1 60 travel daily to work from Toowoomba. If these 
workers are included in Oakey's total, manufacturing is found to account for 29 
per cent of the labour force engaged in the town. This is the highest value recorded 
for the 1 1  leading central places of the Darling Downs. 
At the time of survey Pittsworth was the only small town in which the sig­
nificance of the building, construction and maintenance workforce was notably 
23. The population of Allora Shire (exclu ding Allora itself) decreased by 37 per cent 
during the period 1 933-1954. 
24. The main hospital cares for about 90 senile patients . 
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higher than the average for the group . It is likely, however, that this importance 
is no more than a short term feature , as many building workers were t emporary 
residents and engaged either in constructing a large new town hall and block of 
local government offices or in the rebuilding of business premises earlier destroyed 
by fire. 
The varying extent to which the small towns serve as retirement centres 
is illustrated in Fig. 8. The proportion of adult males who are retired tends to be 
least in those centres which have been increasing in population in recent years (Jan­
dowae, Millmerran and Chinchilla ) and highest in those with a static or possibly 
decreasing town population (Allora and Killarney) .  The presence of many retired 
coal miners in Oakey (a town with recent population growth ) is probably the main 
reason for its recording a relatively high percentage of retired persons . There is 
also a tendency for centres serving districts where dairying is the main type of farming 
to have relatively more retired people than centres located in areas where extensive 
forms of pastoralism andfor grain growing are important . 
A functional classification (in terms of occupational structure ) of the small 
towns appears as Appendix A .  
FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR RECENT CHAN GES IN EMPLOYMENT 
AND ECONOMIC FUNCTION OF C ENTRAL PLACES 
During the last twenty years Toowoomba, Warwick and Dalby have expanded 
considerably in workforce and in the range and value of services provided.  The 
five main small towns have also experienced substantial growth-most notably in 
Chinchilla, Oakey , Millmerran and Jandowae. The remaining small towns (Allora, 
Clifton and Killarney) and virtually all villages and hamlets have failed to grow 
significantly in this r:egard ; many indeed have suffered some measure of decline . 
The widespread improvement of roads and the increased use of cars (both 
particularly notable in the post-war period) have been the outstanding factors 
working to the advantage of the larger centres . The advent of rapid, easy and all­
weather transport has made these centres accessible to settlers from relatively 
distant points . The villages and hamlets and also the small towns situated close to 
large settlements have suffered from a gradual erosion of the trading area so vital 
to them. Like a two-edged sword, the reduction in the volume of trade in the 
smaller communities forces a reduction in the goods and services which can be offered 
profitably ; while the lessening of shopping alternatives renders the larger centres 
even more attractive . · The stationary or declining business function of all the 
smaller centres is basically a consequence of this trend .  Also, each of the large 
towns has experienced some loss of local custom to others which are greater in size .  
Toowoomba has won substantial trade that formerly benefited Oakey and Pittsworth . 
The lack of significant commercial growth in . Jandowae during the last five years 
has been largely a result of increased competition from Dalby as roads north to the 
Jandowae district improved . Chinchilla and Millmerran, by reason of their greater 
distance from larger centres; have suffered least among the small towns from the loss 
of local custom. Toowoorriba in turn now receives more business support than 
formerly from the town and· rural population in and near both Dalby and Warwick . 
These towns and !oowoorriba also have . . lost some trade to Brisbane; the state' s 
le ading commercial city (population 567 ,000) ,25 which is now only a two or three 
hours ' easy drive a;way. In each case , however, the falling off in trade from this cause 
has been outweighed grea:tly by increases in local business won at the expense of 
nearby smaller settlements . .  
2 5 .  Official estimate 30th June, 1 959. 
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Toowoomba, in particular, has enlarged considerably its core trading area in 
recent years as a consequence of improved road connections. For example , local 
allegiance to Clifton in the south has diminished considerably in favour of Toowoomba. 
The construction of a direct , all-weather road between Cecil Plains and Toowoomba 
has led to this city 's gaining from Cecil Plains and its district much business pre­
viously conducted in Dalby, or in the village itself. Other notable gains to Toowoomba 
have come from the closely settled Crow' s Nest district ,  only 25 miles to the north 
of the city and located just beyond the Darling Downs. 
Two important factors have operated in some centres to counter substantially 
the loss of local business to nearby larger centres . 
These are : 
(a) the strong, continuing support in dairying districts of the factory 
co-operative general store, among whose shareholders the farmers 
are included, e .g .  Pittsworth, Oakey, Millmerran and Allora ; 
and (b ) the holding of regular and important livestock sales, e .g .  Oakey, 
Chinchilla, J andowae, Pittsworth and Allora. 
For example the greater decline of business activity in Clifton, compared with Allora, 
which is closer to Warwick, appears to have been due in large measure to Clifton ' s 
lesser significance as a sale yard centre, and to the fact that a much smaller proportion 
of shareholders of the factory co-operative store are local farmers . 
Many other factors in recent years have influenced the pattern of economic 
functions in the central places of the Darling Downs. The more important of these 
are noted below : 
(i) Changes in settlement density and prosperity of the areas served by central places. 
Closer settlement in the rural areas of the western and northern Downs26 
has been of major importance in stimulating growth in the towns of the area­
especially Dalby, Chinchilla, Millmerran and J andowae. 27 The population 
growth in each of these centres has in turn created an increased demand for 
goods and services in the town, thus adding momentum to its expansion. 
N one of the villages in these areas , however, have gained more than slightly 
in size or function. In most other districts of the Darling Downs rural popula­
tion totals have remained more or less stable or have decreased appreciably 
in recent years. 28 The precise significance of this factor is obscure but it 
appears that rising productivity , prosperity and material living standards in 
most farming areas during the post-war period have largely countered the 
threat to the commercial function of centres posed by moderate rural depopu­
lation. The farming community in the northern and eastern plainlands­
especially in the main grain growing areas-has been among the most 
prosperous in the region during the last decade . This in part accounts for 
the vigorous growth of the larger settlements here-particularly Dalby. 
(ii) Establishment and extension of chain grocery stores in the three leading centres. 
The prices of goods sold in these shops, which derive advantage from bulk 
buying, are often appreciably less than those for similar lines in the stores 
26.  Population increases have been most notable in Wambo and Millmerran shires and 
in the Western portion of J ondaryan Shire. 
Between 1 947 and 1 954 the population of both vVambo Shire (excluding Jandowae ) 
and Millmerran Shire (exclu ding Millmerran) increased by l l  per cent. 
27. According to official census figures the gains between 1 947 and 1954 were as follows : 
Dalby 41 per cent Millmerran 29 per cent 
Chinchilla 4 7 per cent J andowae 42 per cent 
28. Factors which have contributed to this decrease include the widespread amalgamation 
of holdings and the lessened need for labour as a result of increased mechanization on farms. 
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of smaller centres. The widely advertized chain store prices have had the 
effect of attracting considerable trade in groceries (and indirectly also in other 
goods and services ) from many of the smaper settlements . 
( lii) Changes in the distribution and importance of manufacturing. 
The importance of manufacturing has increased notably in two centres in 
the post-war period, namely Dalby and Oakey. Dalby has benefited con­
siderably from a rapid expansion in the production of agricultural machinery . 
Increased employment in this industry is almost entirely responsible for 
Dalby's growing significance as a manufacturing centre . 29 Oakey's prominent 
advance in manufacturing importance is a consequence of the rapid growth 
in employment in the meat processing factory , which was established in 1H57 . 
Chinchilla's import ance as a sawmilling centre has been emphasized recently 
as a result of the shift of a number of mills and mill workers from forest 
locations to the town itself. The difficulty of retaining labour , in the small 
isolated timber camps,  with their few amenities , has been a major reason 
for this change . 
Some settlements (e .g .  Millmerran ) have suffered a re duced importance in 
manufacturing and a check to their growth as a result of a local decline in 
sawmilling. Other central places , whose sole form of industry was the pro­
duction of timber, have undergone a serious decline, e .g .  the village of Mt. 
Colliery and the hamlets of Pechey and Turallin. 
Many small centres in recent years have suffered the loss of cheese factories .  
In the post-war period n o  less than 24 small factories located i n  the region 
have closed down. 30 Their closure has caused many settlements to disappear 
or to falL below hamlet status . Four existing central places-Brookstead, 
Greenmount, Kooroongarra and Biddeston-have suffered the loss of cheese 
production since the war and now lack any form of manufacturing . 
Centralization of cheese production has taken place in Warwick and 
Pittsworth through the closure of small branch factories,  but in neither 
· town has this trend been accompanied by increased employment . 
(iv) Decline in the importance of rail transport. 
Many small villages and hamlets have decreased in population and 
commercial activity as a consequence of their much lessened importance as 
rail transport centres . The amount of freight handled in many cases has 
diminished sharply with the rapid gaining of custom by road transport 
carriers. In a few settlements the volume of rail freight is now negligible 
because of reduced local production in the type of goods formerly carried, 
e.g. cream (Baking Board and Goombi ) and timber (Hampton and Pechey ) .  
I n  the past the dependence o f  the farming community on rail transport 
facilities served to draw it to the settlement for the despatch or collection 
of goods . In many central places , small commercial establishments grew in 
response to the centralization effect of the railway station. However, in the 
post�war period the commercial function of many villages and hamlets has 
declined or disappeared-a result of the changes noted above . 
(v) Increased mechanization of farm operations. 
The recent introduction of bulk-handling of grain has eliminated to a great 
extent the need for the large number of harvest workers who were employed 
29. In recent years in Dalby employment in the butter factory has remained virtually 
uncha nged, while that in sawmills has declined substantially. 
30. In many cases closure has been a consequence of the higher prices offered for fluid 
milk. The rapid growth of Brisbane and Toowoomba has been accompanied by a fast-expandin g 
area of fluid roilk SJlpply in the Darling Downs . 
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fonnerly . The loss of trade from this source has been widespread and most 
felt in the main grain growing settlements.  In Clifton, for example , several 
retail businesses (especially grocery stores, cafes and hotels ) have suffered a 
significant reduction in custom. 
The consequences of the decrease in the sedentary rural population�in 
part caused by greater mechanization of farm operations-has been noted 
earlier in this paper. Increased mechanization in rural areas in the last 
10-15 years has led to a rapid growth in importance of many of the larger 
centres of machinery sales, service and repair . Villages and hamlets have 
frequently gained also through the establishment of oil and petrol depots31 
and service facilities . 
(vi) Changes in the distribution of educational facilities.  
In recent years there has been a decentralization of secondary education 
facilities . The educational function of two small towns (]andowae and 
Pittsworth) has increased with the establishment of secondary school 
facilities .  It is planned to provide the first stage of secondary education 
in Oakey and Millmerran during 1 960. 
· The advantage of small centres in providing primary education for children 
in rural areas has declined with the advent of the school bus . To reduce 
costs and improve facilities, centralization of schools has occurred in some 
areas-especially those with a decreasing number of school age children. 
(vii) Tourism and increased highway traffic. 
The demand for retail and personal services in Toowoomba has grown 
significantly as a result of increased tourist interest in the scenic attractions 
of the city and the Darling Downs. The recent provision of high quality 
hotel and motel accommodation is a response to this trend and a factor which 
is likely to accelerate it . 
Warwick, located on a maj or interstate highway, has also gained appreciably 
in retail and servicing custom from the increased tourist and other interstate 
traffic. In a few smaller settlements highway location has resulted in signifi­
cant support from passing motorists . Allora is probably the most notable 
in this respect . 
(viii) The influence of climatic hazards and fire. 
Droughts , excessive rain and floods are n ot uncommon hazards to farming 
in the Darling Downs . They frequently result in a substantial decline in rural 
production and income , and the reduced purchasing power of the farming 
community is soon followed by a falling off in trade in nearby centres . A 
succession of poor trading years poses a greater threat to business in the 
smaller settlements ,  and often the closure of premises is traceable to this 
cause . The larger scale and more highly capitalized businesses in the larger 
centres, while suffering to some extent , are only set back temporarily. 
Fire has caused the loss of functional units in many settlements.  In 
several of the smaller ones , however, commercial establishments (notably 
retail stores and hotels ) which were gaining little trade appear to have had 
their disappearence merely hastened . Rebuilding of business premises is 
rarely undertaken in villages and hamlets and this emphasizes their generally 
weak or declining commercial function .  
3 1 .  Thes e facilities are most numerous in settlements serving grain growing areas : e.g.  
No.  of oil and petrol depots 
Cecil Plains . . 8 
J ondaryan . . 7 
Brookstead and Mt. Tyson ·5 
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A FUNCTIONAL CLAS SIFICATI ON OF SMALL TOWNS ( 60 0 - 2 ,500 )  AND VILLAGES 
( 1 00 .- 300 )  IN TERMS OF O CCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE 
KEY 
Letter symbols refer to maj or occupational classes : 
A-Agriculture and Farm Contract Work. E-Euilding, Construction and Maintenance . 
C-Commerce- Finance and Property­
Personal Service . 
Mf-Manufacturing.  
Mg-Mining. 
T-Transport and Storage . 
P-Professional, Educational, Ad ministrative 
and Social Service Activities . 
R-Retired .  
Numbers (e .g .  41+1)  refer to percentage of workforce employed ( 4 1 ) a n d  to number of 
standard deviations from the mean value ( + 1) for the group of settlements in question . 
Numbers following R (e .g .  RI 5+1 ) refer to percentage of adult males retired ( 1 5 ) and to 
number of standard deviations from the mean value ( + 1 )  for t h e  group of settlements in question . 
A function appears in the formula only if the percentage value is 1 0  or more . 
A.  SMALL TOWNS 
Per cent 
Town Popula- in Classification 
tion (a)  Workforce 
Chinchilla 2,500 3 6  C34 T I 9+ 2 M f l 3  P 1 2  
Oakey 1 , 550 3 8  C3 1-1 Mfl 9 P 1 6+ 2  T l 1  * R l 3  
Pittsworth 1 , 457 36 C40 E l 5+ 2 P l l  
Millmerran 989 34 C33 Mf20 T l 4  E l l 
Jandowae 9 1 6 35 C4 1 +1 T l 3  P l 3  Mfl l 
Killarney 8 9 6  3 2  C3o-l Mf25H! Tll A l OH * Rl 5+1 
All ora 7 59 33 C42H T l2 Pl l E l l MHO *Rl 7Ht 
Clifton 694 37 C37 T l 3  E l 3  P l l Mfl l 
Village 
Goombungee 
A eland 
Bell . .  
Cecil Plains 
Cambooya 
Jondaryan 
Yangan 
Warra 
Emu Vale 
Ley burn 
. .  
. . 
. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  
Mt. Colliery . .  
Tannymorel 
Greenmount 
Mt. Tyson . .  
Nob by . .  
Haden . .  
Brookstead . .  
South brook . .  
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B. VILLAGES (population 1 00-300 ) 
Per cent 
Popula- in Classification 
tion Workforce 
' 
260 3 0  C 3 l  M£2 1+1 P l O+'J B l O+ l  * Rl 9+1! 
246 24 Mg63Ht Al4 C l 4  * R l 8+1 
241 35 C39+1 T20 A 1 8  B 1 0  
236 35 T3 3+1! A20 Mf20 C l 5  
1 9 7  28 A29+1 C21 Mfl4 T l 4  
1 7 5  3 3  C 2 6  T25 A l 8  
168 26 C32 T25 Mf l 6  Al l * R I 6+ 1  
1 4 3  36 T35+2 C33 A l O  
1 44 29 Mf3 6H A2 6 T l 7 
1 3 7  29 A45+'t M£1 8 C l 3-l * R I O  
1 3 5  3 0  Mg63+2t A l 2  *Rl 7+t 
1 32 2 7  A29+1 C 1 7+1} P1 7 T l 1  Mg l l  * R l 5+I 
1 2 8  3 1  C28 B23H A l 8  T l 5  *R12 
122 3 6  C 3 2  lVIf23+1 A l 8 Tl4 
1 1 5 32 C33 T2 0 Mf l 3  P I O+t 
108 I 27 C4 1+t T21 A l O  *Rl 7+1 1 0 2  36 C35 T24 A22 1 02 32 C27 A24 Mfl 8 T l 5  * R I O  
Note- (a) Population totals are those determined from censuses taken b y  the author 
during the period 1 957-59. The total for Oakey does not include 80 senile patients living at 
the hospital . 
APPENDIX II 
SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF 
SMALL VILLAGES (population 50-99)*  
Maj or Function (i.e .  i n  terms 
of number of persons em-
played) 
Agriculture and Farm Con -
tract Work (A) . .  . . 
Commerce-Finance and Pro-
perty-Personal Service (C) 
Manufacturing (Mf) . .  
Transport and Storage (T) 
I 
I 
I 
Village Popula-
tion 
Maclagan 95 
Peranga 9 1  
Brigalow 7 l  
Bowen ville 83 
Kingsthorpe 65 
Kaimkillen bun 84 
Kulpi 7 3 
Maryvale 8 1  
Mailing 56 
Quinalow 56 
Wyreema 5 1 
Jimbour 5 6  
I Functions absent 
Functions more or insignificant 
important than compared with 
group average group average 
A, Mf T 
c Mf 
c Mf 
C, T Mf 
c Mf 
C, T Mf 
T, Mf A 
A T 
Mf c 
I Mf, C I T 
I 
T , A l C, Mf T, A Mf 
* According to results of censuses taken by the author during period 1 957-59.  
Note-Persons employed in communication and educational, administrative and social 
service are found in several villages, and workers in building, construction and maintenance in 
a few. However, as they each number no more than 1 or 2 they have not been taken into account 
in this classification. 
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APPENDIX III 
HAMLETS-A FUNCTI ONAL CLAS SIFICATION I N  TERMS OF BASIC 
DIFFERENCES IN THE OCCUPATIONS OF EMPLOYED RESIDENTS* 
A .  Hamlets Providin� Commercial Service 
Virtually all settlements in this category also have workers in each of the following 
occupations-agriculture, transport and communication . 
Settlement 
Westbrook . .  
Pratt en 
Gowrie J et.  
Macalister 
. . 
. . 
Meringandan 
Pechey . .  
Karara . .  
Greenmount 
East 
Freestone 
Highfields 
. .  
. . 
. . 
Popula-
tion 
43 
4 0  
38 
37 
36 
33 
30  
28 
I 27 26 
Notable 
distinguishing 
characteristic of 
employment 
composition 
most of employed popu-
lation are farmers . 
includes several railway 
transport workers . 
most workers associ-
a ted with railway 
transport . 
half of employed per-
sons work in Too-
woornb a .  
Settlement 
Aubigny 
Cabarlah 
Gladfield 
. . 
. .  
. . 
Kooroongarra 
Biddeston 
Hampton 
Swan Creek 
Bongeen 
Cooranga 
.North 
. . 
. .  
. . 
Felton East 
Back Plains 
Tipton . .  
Nan gwe . . 
B. Hamlets· without Commercial Service 
Main occupation of .employed population. 
(i) M anujacturing 
K.leintpn. .. . I 
Moo!a . . . 
Yargullen . 
2 1  
1 7  
1 7  I 
brick making 
cheese .making 
cheese making 
The Head . .  
Upper Emu 
Creek 
(ii) Mining and Quarrying 
Malu 4 7 most persons employed Balgowan 
are quarry hands. 
There are also several Muldu 
railway transport 
workers. 
I Notable I distinguishing I Popula- characteristic of 
tion employment 
composition 
25 
25 
25 
24 
23 
23 
23 
2 1  
2 1  most workers em-
ployed at cheese 
factory .. 
1 7 most workers em-
played at cheese 
factory. 
1 4  
I 1 1  I 9 
15  sawmilling 
14 sa w1nilling 
46 coal mining 
exclusively 
24 coal minin g 
(iii) Railway Transport 
Hendon 28 
Baking Board 25 
Toolburra . . 1 8  
(iv) Agriculture and Farm Contract Work 
(v). Forestry Work 
Turallin 26 
Pampas I I 
Rosalie 
 Yamsion . 1 Goombi • 
30 
26 
18 
9 
(vi) No Dominant Occupation 
Kupunn 
I 
28 
Pilton : :  2 1  
Ducklo 19 
'*According to results of censuses taken by the author during period 1957-59.  
· · : .h l l '  
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